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Foreword 
Reimagine RTD’s Mobility Plan for the Future is a comprehensive, forward-thinking plan that identifies 
strategies to address the future mobility needs of the region. Ongoing industry advancements and 
societal shifts are substantially altering how and when people travel, how cities function, and how 
mobility factors into broader visions and goals; transit agencies must evolve and adapt to remain a 
relevant part of the mobility equation. The MPFF, intended to help guide RTD’s long-term decision 
making, is the culmination of extensive technical analysis, stakeholder and public engagement, and 
intra-agency coordination, as well as several previous planning efforts. Key context, findings, and 
recommendations are broken into a series of technical memoranda focusing on individual components 
of the overall planning effort. This report documents the work done to support the workforce 
challenges component of the plan.
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1.  Introduction 
The ability of the Regional Transportation District (RTD) to deliver service relies on a steady workforce 
with the appropriate skills. Currently, the agency is struggling to hire and retain key employees. But 
RTD is not alone. As reported by the TransitCenter in a 2019 publication, agencies across the country, 
from New Jersey to Denver to Los Angeles, are experiencing an alarming operator shortage and are 
struggling to hire and retain workers. This challenge is not necessarily new to the industry, but one 
that has been significantly impacted by the current health crisis. The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted 
transit systems around the country, and most agencies modified service to strategically serve essential 
workers and reduce commuter services. Rolling back service to pre-pandemic levels has proven difficult 
due to workforce shortages within the industry.  

Transit agencies’ struggles, almost two decades old, are still relevant today. As documented in a 2003 
Transportation Research Board report, factors such as competition for skilled personnel, operator 
safety tests, technology impacts, aging workforce, agency image and culture and indirect policy 
impacts of governing boards are examples of issues that continue to stress the system and affect the 
workforce. Data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (Figure 1) reinforce the story about 
workforce issues on a national level and may indicate the leading sectors into which employees might 
be moving. On a national level, the supersector called Transportation and Warehousing has trended 
upward over the last 20 years, with most of the new employment heading into the subsectors of 
Warehousing and Storage and Couriers and Messengers. Rail Transportation and Transit and Ground 
Passenger Transportation have stayed close to the same level or even decreased as a percentage of 
the overall employment if population entering the job market is considered. Truck Transportation has 
also trended slightly upward since 2010, also gaining new employees. It is likely that the growing 
subsectors are attracting and gaining workforce from other similar subsectors such as Transit. This 
compounds the notion that workforce challenges are systemic and large efforts are needed to drive 
change. 

Nonetheless, the current situation provides an opportunity to rebuild service from a more resilient 
perspective and to rethink how front-line workers play an essential role within the transportation 
system and within the whole community. This technical memorandum explores current challenges and 
trends and recommends strategies to support RTD in the development of a stable, empowered, and 
engaged workforce moving forward. 
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Figure 1. Employment Trends from the Transportation and Warehousing Sector – 
US Bureau of Labor Statistics (2000–2020) 

 

2.  Background 
As mentioned previously, RTD’s workforce concerns are not new to the agency. RTD has revisited 
workforce concerns several times. The project team reviewed reports and other RTD-related 
documentation to glean valuable information on efforts and previously identified recommendations. 
Existing challenges were identified in RTD’s Employee Engagement Survey, RTD’s 2021 year-end 
review, a state audit, an Operations Supervisor Redesign Project, the Accountability Committee report 
and RTD’s response to the Accountability Committee report.  

2.1  RTD Employee Engagement Survey 
Exit interview data and staff communications indicate that RTD has struggled to find bus and rail 
operators since at least 2015. The struggle to fill vacancies has resulted in planned service not being 
fully provided to the public, even after offering competitive wages for operators. Increased competition 
for a shrinking talent pool, a reduction in benefits, deficient supervisory practices and a mismatch with 
the expectations and preferences of the 21st century are identified as some of the causes for RTD 
failing to attract and retain operators.  

Data from exit interviews exemplify the bus operator departures issue. From October 2015 to 
September 2017, 84 percent of the operator departures were voluntary, and more than 50 percent of 
departures occurred in the first year of service. Figure 2 shows the primary departure causes taken 
from exit interviews. For those leaving within the first year, scheduling was identified as the most 
important reason (38 percent), followed by on-boarding and training (16 percent), pay (13 percent) 
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and something unrelated to RTD (12 percent). Within scheduling, the following topics arise as the 
driving reasons for wanting to leave the job:  

 Split shifts  Location 

 Inflexibility   Mandates (hours and inability to plan) 

Figure 2. Identified Primary Departure Causes from Exit Interviews 
(October 2015–September 2017) 

 

When referring to on-boarding and training, a one-size-fits-all boot camp was identified as the main 
reason for people wanting to leave the job and selecting on-boarding as the primary cause of their 
departure. Discussions with RTD’s Continuous Improvement and Innovation Office staff identified that 
a lack of sensitivities to specific needs and to different skills levels could be the cause of the 
on-boarding issue. Finally, Office staff also mentioned that the introduction of pension plan changes in 
2011 caused significant unrest and resentment among groups.  

2.2  RTD Bus Operat ions 2021 Year  in  Review 
RTD’s Bus Operations Department developed a white paper outlining key performance metrics 
throughout 2021 with significant focus on the COVID-19 pandemic, labor shortages and other external 
factors. The report reflected on the current state of the workforce, which was significantly impacted by 
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the COVID Omicron variant, an instable labor market or what has been called the “Great Attrition,” 
Denver’s high cost of living, pay, and recent changes for better work hours (transition from mandated 
hours to volunteer hours). 

The report pointed out that while recent challenges with recruiting and retaining bus operators are well 
documented, staffing shortages have also impacted other key areas including service and cleaning, 
general repair mechanics, and even salaried positions such as equipment maintenance supervisors. 
Staffing losses to key positions continue to impact the department’s ability to provide scheduled bus 
service to the public. Attrition issues in bus operations, bus maintenance, street supervisors and bus 
dispatch were identified. Similarly, contracted service has experienced the same issues.  

Based on the RTD Strategic Plan and other plans, the Bus Operations Department has been working on 
several initiatives to retain key staff. Retention efforts include better mentorship, training and 
leadership programs; workflow and route analysis; and establishment of performance metrics, better 
work hours, and better pay. These initiatives were recommended in several plans, including the 2020 
Colorado State Audit, the Accountability Committee report, the Strategic Plan (Appendix A), and a 
Peer Review report.  

2.3  State Audit  
The Colorado Office of the State Auditor conducted a performance audit, which was released in 
December 2020. The audit recommends that RTD implement steps to reduce turnover of operators and 
improve the internal culture. RTD agreed with the recommendations.  

Key recommendations were: 

 Improve supervision through regular performance feedback and recognition for operators 
and supervisory training. 

 Ensure bus operators receive adequate rest breaks in line with the collective bargaining 
agreement. 

 Improve the processes for assigning schedules to operators and provide training on 
managing and mitigating fatigue. 

 Improve the internal audit unit’s effectiveness and compliance with Internal Audit Standards 
and establish procedures and expectations for how the unit will be used, supervised, and 
evaluated. 

 Identify a meaningful performance metric to replace the statutory farebox recovery ratio 
(30 percent) and work with the General Assembly to amend statute accordingly. 

2.4  Operat ions Supervisor  (OpSupe) Redesign Project  
Following the State Audit and the employee engagement survey, internal RTD teams worked on a 
complete redesign of the Operations Supervisor role to improve leadership and management. The work 
focused on incorporating expectations for developing frontline workers and for incorporating 
expectations for innovation. Other areas of focus included improving administrative tasks and discipline 
processes, improving communication tools and processes, and developing a progressive training 
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program for all frontline supervisors. The Operations Supervisor Redesign Project was not implemented 
during the development of this plan, and it is unknown if it will be implemented in the near future.  
Nonetheless, efforts to improve leadership and management have been recurrent and are likely to 
continue to be developed in some other form.    

2.5  Accountabi l i ty  Committee 
Following a June 2020 request from Governor Jared Polis, an Accountability Committee was formed in 
collaboration with the governor's office, RTD, and the chairs of the state house and senate 
transportation committees. The purpose of the Committee was to provide an independent and 
objective analysis of RTD’s operations. The Committee was charged with developing recommendations 
for improvement to RTD’s operations and statutes. The Committee met regularly for approximately one 
year and released a final report with recommendations in July 2021.  

RTD agreed with the workforce recommendations in the Accountability Committee report and 
responded with detailed retention strategies, including mentorships, training, and incentive-based 
development programs. RTD also responded with a list of strategies to proactively improve recruiting. 
These strategies vary from tailored advertising to direct engagement to employee recognition. RTD 
included within its strategies other efforts such as better technology, compensation, performance 
feedback, thereby validating previously expressed concerns on developing better mentorship, 
leadership and better communication for employees and supervisors. Other topics included continuing 
to work to ensure that all operators receive adequate breaks and better schedules by using more 
part-time operators and refining schedule and route management.  

The Accountability Committee report also agreed with the State Audit recommendations and 
encouraged RTD to spend federal relief funds to support the recommendations of improving 
supervisory practices and performance practices and improving operator rest breaks and schedule 
assignment.  

2.6  RTD Strategic Plan  
RTD recently launched a 5-year strategic plan (2021–2026) called Change, Challenge, and Connections. 
Its completion represents one of the first tasks completed by the new Chief Executive Officer. The plan 
has the following vision: “To be the trusted leader in mobility, delivering excellence and value to our 
customers and community.”  

The strategic plan provides the framework for meeting this vision and implementing measurable 
outcomes reported quarterly in four strategic categories: 

 Community Value  Employee Ownership 
 Customer Experience   Financial Success 

In terms of Employee Ownership, RTD seeks to attract and retain a highly skilled and motivated 
workforce. The plan provides 31 strategies to improve communication, feedback, leadership, and 
safety, resulting in a better work culture within RTD in the short term. Appendix A includes a list of all 
31 strategies.  
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3.  Peer Review 
The project team researched peer agency strategies before the onset of the pandemic. Through online 
research and literature review, the project team uncovered common themes revolving around aging 
workforce, technology needs, competition, culture and professional development. Appendix B includes 
the full peer review memorandum.  

Some of the most relevant strategies include:  

 Developing work-life programs to address and support the health and wellness of employees 
and their families, including providing comfortable and attractive workspaces for employees, 
such as break rooms, daycare centers, and restroom access. 

 Taking advantage of the redevelopment of facilities and joint development to provide 
workforce needs, for example, redevelopment of a bus yard to include affordable housing for 
staff. 

 Creating a niche of technology and innovation (innovation center) to attract younger minds 
and create the needed exposure to transportation industry leaders. 

 Creating a strong part-time program and in some cases even consider implementing it as a 
mandatory step toward full-time employment. The program should eliminate schedule 
restrictions, offer better benefits/wages and provide more schedule flexibility.  

 Identifying and targeting non-traditional groups, such as school kids or women, through 
specific programs like the creation of a boarding school or the inclusion of daycares within the 
facilities.  

 Forming partnerships to create career opportunities. RTD’s Strategic Leadership Development 
and Workforce Initiative Now programs (targeted at transportation construction during early 
stages of Fastracks) are examples of partnerships with local institutions to create career 
opportunities. Other examples within the same agency include the Leadership Academy, the 
Helper program and the internship apprenticeship.   
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4.  Trends Impacting the Future Workforce 
Research identified several trends that have the potential to impact the size of RTD’s workforce, the 
skillsets that the workforce will need to maintain, and the expenditures in which RTD must invest to 
grow and maintain its workforce in the face of change. This section provides a brief overview of these 
trends and their impacts, which generally fall into broad categories such as sustainability, economy, 
demographics, public health, technology, competition, and growth. 

4.1  Sustainabi l i ty  
The Denver Region Council of Governments (DRCOG) 2050 Regional Transportation Plan has 
established multimodal mobility as one of its priorities, as well as conforming to all air quality 
regulations. Moreover, the State of Colorado has recently passed House Bill 1261, which sets a series 
of statewide targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions over the next few decades. It is likely that 
sustainability takes the center stage in the near future, resulting in a continuation of regulations, 
incentives and other policies to increase more sustainable mobility patterns. Travel Demand 
Management policies, road pricing and federal incentives to electric vehicles are examples of 
regulations already underway. 

Sustainability policies are likely to increase transit demand and electric vehicle support. RTD will likely 
need to expand its operations and replace its vehicle fleet. An increase in demand will require RTD to 
hire additional operators to drive the vehicles, as well as maintenance staff, schedulers, and dispatch. 
This trend could also provide support for more funding and dedicated infrastructure. For electrification 
of vehicles, see Section 4.7. 

4.2  eCommerce Growth 
The growth in eCommerce may have two impacts on RTD’s capacity to maintain its workforce: 

 Reduction in funding – Increased eCommerce impacts the volume of shopping in brick-and-
mortar stores within the Denver region. Although Colorado has an online sales tax and the 
RTD special district sales and use tax is imposed on all transactions subject to the state sales 
tax, most research indicates that shifting commerce from brick-and-mortar stores to digital 
stores poses a risk to local revenue collection. This shift would reduce local sales tax revenue 
for RTD; thereby reducing operating funds available for staffing. 

 Competition for labor – The growth of eCommerce has created increased demand for delivery 
drivers. Since many of these delivery driving positions require a CDL, they represent another 
form of employment for which RTD operators are certified. RTD will, therefore, face increased 
competition to keep operators.  

4.3  Long-term Transit ion to Remote Work 
Many service sectors are expecting to maintain a hybridized office environment, where employees are 
permitted to work remotely part- or full-time. The increased participation in work-from-home programs 
would likely lead to a long-run decrease in transit ridership, particularly for services designed to serve 
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peak-hour work commutes. Even partial remote work, where employees work from home two or three 
days per week, would significantly reduce ridership on these services. The reduction in peak-hour 
ridership may reduce peak-hour operations and scheduling needs for RTD, including the 
discontinuation of express commuter services and peak-hour-heavy fixed-route services. This trend 
could reduce workforce demand within RTD.  

4.4  Demographic  Diversity 
Increasing diversity in the Denver region could change the nature of work for customer-facing RTD 
employees and create long-term shifts in the RTD recruitment and retention programs. Increasing 
diversity may produce a larger number of Limited English Proficient (LEP) speakers who speak a wider 
array of languages. This demographic shift could increase the range of soft skills needed for 
customer-facing RTD employees, including multilingualism and the ability to communicate with a more 
diverse set of LEP speakers. As a result, RTD may need to strengthen its training and professional 
development programs to cultivate a wider array of soft skills in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) 
practices.  

To meet this demographic change and build a workforce that looks like its customer base, RTD may 
also need to adopt a more diverse and far-reaching recruitment and retention program. This updated 
recruitment effort may include multilingual outreach in a wider array of languages and result in 
increased recruitment and retention expenditures.  

4.5  Increasing Number of  E lderly Residents 
As public workforces around the country contend with the “silver tsunami” of retirements among their 
older workforces, RTD may confront a sudden increase in open positions that need filling. These 
retirements may also cause a loss of institutional knowledge and experience within the workforce, 
meaning RTD will have to recruit more experienced staff to backfill seasoned employees who left more 
senior positions. Some of these retirees may be willing and able to work on a part-time basis to support 
themselves in retirement, allowing longer transition periods and providing more opportunities for 
knowledge transfer.  

At the same time, growth in retirees across the entire community may create greater demand for RTD 
services, namely senior mobility services like ADA paratransit. This increased demand will, in turn, put 
pressure on RTD to expand its paratransit program, which will require hiring a large number of 
operators and supervisors for low-productivity services that often require complex routing and 
dispatching.  

4.6  Publ ic  Health and Safety 
Despite the overall safety of transit vehicles during the pandemic, transit service is facing an ongoing 
public perception of being unsafe due to the risk of COVID-19 exposure. These concerns about public 
health and safety may impact RTD’s ability to recruit and retain workers, particularly for public-facing 
positions like transit operators. To address public concerns and assure riders and employees alike that 
transit is safe, RTD may need to expand its public messaging campaigns and provide additional training 
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to public-facing workers on how to share information about RTD’s public health and safety procedures. 
RTD may also need to maintain elevated vehicle cleaning procedures and provide Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) to riders and employees. These public health procedures will increase operating costs 
but may improve employee recruitment and retention. 

4.7  Electr ic  Vehic le  Adoption 
Electric vehicles not only rely on a different fuel source, but they have entirely different engines and 
support systems for their operation. The transition to electric vehicles will, therefore, represent a 
transition in technical skillsets for maintenance staff, as they will need to be trained to monitor and 
repair electric engines and systems. These training needs may result in a demand for new certifications 
for working with electric vehicles. The emergence of this certification process could create new 
competitive pressures within maintenance workforces and increase the costs of hiring and retaining 
trained staff.  

Industry analysis has found that electric vehicles require less extensive maintenance due to their 
engines having fewer moving parts. While this does not eliminate maintenance needs altogether, it 
may reduce the frequency of maintenance activities, such as engine rebuilds, which could change 
RTD’s approach for maintenance scheduling and shop management.  

Additionally, the complexity of electric vehicle operations could create greater demand for scheduling 
and operations supervision. Since the battery range of electric vehicles can change with weather 
conditions, elevation, and operating conditions (e.g., how frequently the bus starts and stops), 
optimizing the operations of buses is critical to successful completion of the routes. As a result, RTD 
may need a more expansive supervision and monitoring framework for bus operations to ensure that 
battery range is optimized along the route. This change in the supervisory environment could increase 
the number of monitoring positions needed and increase the demand for analytical skillsets, raising 
overall expenditures on this sector of the workforce.  

4.8  Autonomous Vehic le  Adoption 
The use of Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) that operate with limited or no input and oversight will reduce 
the need for human operators. However, it is likely that on-board RTD personnel will still be necessary 
to assist customers with their travel needs, provide a sense of safety and security for customers, or 
take over for the autonomous system in emergencies. As a result, workforce needs will likely shift. 
While demand for CDL-certified operators will likely decrease (especially as AV technology advances to 
the point where human assistance is not needed under any circumstance), the demand for customer-
facing on-board personnel will likely remain. The adoption of AVs will, therefore, create the need for 
RTD to shift their operations workforce from operator-centric to customer service-centric positions. It is 
likely that this would reduce workforce expenditures and the total workforce, as customer-service 
personnel may not be needed on every vehicle that previously had an on-board operator.  

Furthermore, the adoption of AVs in service operations will create the need for a monitoring and 
maintenance system to inspect and maintain the on-board systems necessary for autonomous 
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operation. It is likely that maintenance personnel will need to be able to interact with and monitor a 
wider array of on-board systems, and maintenance activities may involve adjustments to software as 
much as they involve fixing equipment. These shifts will increase the demand for technical skillsets 
among monitoring and maintenance personnel.  

4.9  Growth in  Trucking and eCommerce Del ivery 
Expansion in eCommerce and courier delivery services has created a growing demand for CDL-certified 
drivers. In industry scans, transit agency representatives have described the risk of recruiting drivers 
and funding their CDL certification training only to have those workers leave the transit agency to work 
for a delivery or trucking company that requires the CDL and less customer engagement. As a result, 
certified drivers become harder to find, and the risk of turnover is higher. In the face of this trend, RTD 
may have to invest more resources into its recruitment and retention program.  

4.10  Growth in  Rideshare Services 
As discussed previously, transit agencies, including RTD, are facing competition from the growth of 
Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) or rideshare services. As customers substitute transit trips 
for TNC trips, particularly in off-peak hours, transit ridership declines. However, the growing demand 
for TNC services also creates a growing demand for rideshare drivers. Many rideshare services do not 
require drivers to carry additional certification and allow drivers to set their own hours. While their 
wages and benefits may be less competitive than RTD’s, the flexibility and lower barriers to entry for 
driving for TNCs may make them more attractive job opportunities for many. As a result, RTD may face 
a decreased labor pool for hiring operators, but it may offer an opportunity, as RTD may be able to 
diversify its service portfolio to reduce the workforce pressures. For example, if transit demand builds 
in geographic areas or at times of day when the agency is less cost-effective, RTD may offer services 
through alternative mobility strategies or partnerships. TNC drivers could provide demand-response 
services on behalf of the transit agency.  

4.11  Increasing Transit  Demand 
RTD’s 2050 travel demand model indicates that transit ridership could increase 70 percent between 
2019 and 2050. To accommodate this demand, RTD will likely need to expand its operations and its 
vehicle fleet. An increase in demand under the existing service profile will require RTD to hire additional 
operators to drive the vehicles, as well as maintenance staff, schedulers, and dispatchers to maintain 
and support a service expansion.  

4.12  Workforce Housing in  the Denver  Region 
Like many urban areas, the Denver region has seen a significant rise in housing prices. The increasing 
cost of living has reduced the supply of affordable housing in the Denver region, making it harder for 
entry-level workers and low-to-moderate income workers to find housing. Limited availability of 
affordable housing may decrease RTD’s ability to recruit and retain workers, as those workers may be 
unable to find housing within a reasonable commuting distance.  
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4 .13  Urbanizat ion and Densif icat ion of  the 
Denver  Region 

The Denver Region Council of Governments (DRCOG)’s Metro Vision Long-Range Plan establishes the 
goal of expanding urban centers and multimodal corridors throughout the region. While an expansion 
in the housing supply may help lower housing prices and offset the previously mentioned trend, 
densification will also increase the competitiveness and attractiveness of transit as a mode choice. If 
this growth is achieved, it will likely increase demand for transit service in the Denver region. As with 
the Sustainability trend mentioned previously, this will require RTD to hire additional operators to drive 
the vehicles and maintenance staff, schedulers, and dispatchers to maintain and support an expanded 
fleet. 
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5.  Recommended Strategies 
Based on the information gathered from the existing conditions, the initial review, considerations 
pertaining to future trends, and community and stakeholders input received during the Reimagine RTD 
process, the following recommendations were developed. Recommendations include general 
recommendations, as well as specific recommendations, grouped into five categories with the intention 
of providing strategies to specific tailored needs when such topics arise and need to be addressed.  

Compensation, such as wages and bonuses, was not considered within these strategies since a process 
was underway through the development of this plan and better wages could be considered a 
short-term strategy not addressing longer term considerations. Nonetheless, higher earnings are 
proven to be effective in attracting and retaining workforce, and RTD should be encouraged to keep 
exploring competitive compensation packages to attract workers, especially as the agency needs to 
keep up with industry standards and with competition. General recommendations include:  

 Seek collaboration and technical assistance from national and state entities such as the 
recently created Transit Workforce Center (TWC), Colorado association of transit agencies 
(CASTA) and Colorado department of transportation (CDOT). Given that many of the 
workforce challenges have been identified as potentially being structural, these entities could 
be of great help, as well as establish partnerships to address regional challenges. The mission 
of the TWC is to help transit agencies recruit, hire, train, and retain a diverse workforce 
needed now and in the future. The Center is also part of the International Transportation 
Learning Center (ITLC), which has facilitated partnerships between transit agency 
management and labor unions in the past and has worked in the reskill and upskill of future 
transit workers.  

 Develop a strategy to renew and redefine the sense of purpose in the workplace, building on 
social and interpersonal connections between workers and RTD’s mission. A recent publication 
released by the Mckinsey & Company Institution states that what has been called the “Great 
Attrition,” is happening across many industries, including transit, and will likely continue. 
Workforce culture needs a redesign based on exit interviews, the legacy of the pandemic on 
the workforce, and the agency’s retention needs. The intent of this strategy is to renew the 
purpose of the worker within the agency, incentivize the human connection aspect at work 
(mentorships, apprenticeships, and leaderships programs), and make use of current tools that 
are being developed, such as the net promoter score from the Strategic Plan, to redefine 
workers’ roles within the agency’s mission. This strategy also infers better understanding of 
where the leaving workforce is headed (asking and following up in voluntary exit interviews) 
and establishes direct communication on specific competitive advantages that the agency 
offers in regard to these specific workforce areas where the agency is having high turnover. 
Specific recommended strategies were developed for the agency and fall into the following 
categories: Public Relations, Work Culture, Career Path, Diversity and Structure, as shown in 
Table 1.   



Table 1. Workforce Recommendations

Workforce Strategies Trends When is a priority? Staffing Impacts Workforce Expenditures Other Considerations

Develop a PR campaign on RTD’s public health and safety 

procedures 
Public Health & Safety

Base 3 $ $ Safety perception. Expenditures

Develop strategies to increase youth transit exposure Regional growth and development
Conditional 4 $ $ $ $ School district review, schools, NGOs

Explore partnerships to centralize processes Competition from other providers Conditional 3 $ $ $ Partnership development

Develop a personalized approach to on-boarding and training Demographics Base 2 $ $

Economical barriers, alternative 

programs

Develop incentives based on performance metrics Competition from other providers Conditional 4 $ $ Collaboration with union

Develop a work-life program, such as access to childcare Public Health and Safety Conditional 5 $ $ $ $ Facility standards and access

Expand the current mentoring program Cyclical patterns in the economy Base 3 $ $ $ Consider similar programs

Monitor and seek training for new skillsets related to electric and 

autonomous vehicles
Technology and sustainability

Base 5 $ $ $ $

Electrification plan / Implementation 

resistance / Recruitment impacts 

Create an Innovation Center Technology Conditional 3 $ $ $ $ Funding and partnership type

Continue to offer employees continuing education resources Competition from other providers Base 2 $ $ Balanced program 

Continue to incentivize the transfer of knowledge from 

senior/experienced employees
Demographics Base 3

$ $ $ Higher seniority associated costs

Adopt a more diverse, multilingual and far-reaching 

recruitment/retention program
Demographics

Base 4 $ $ $ $

Challenges in communication. 

Availability 

Explore providing affordable housing options Regional growth and development Conditional 2 $ $ $ $ $ State, local and district regulations 

Develop a program to attract more women into the workforce Demographics
Base 4 $ $ Schedule flexibility, infrastructure

Invest in a diverse workforce of transit ambassadors
Technology and regional growth and 

development Conditional 3 $$ Coordination with security needs

Seek partnerships with other transportation operators
Sustainability and competition from other 

providers
Base 2

$ $
Collaboration with union / drug and 

alcohol testing (FTA)

Continue to develop a strong part-time  program Competition from other providers Conditional 5
 $

Collaboration with union and 

scheduling

Explore the impact of separating fare collection from operators Technology Conditional 5
$ $ $ $

Technology and policies 

Trends: When is a priority? Scale: 1-5 Scale: 1-5

Sustainability 

Base: Regardless of economic or 

telework conditions 1: Minor 1: Decrease by a lot

Cyclical patterns
Conditional: Depends on good 

funding and commute patterns 5: Significant 2: Decrease by a little

Demographics 3: No change

Public Health and Safety 4: Increase by a little

Technology 5: Increase by a lot

Competition from other providers

Growth and development 
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5 .1  Publ ic  Relat ions 
5.1.1 Develop a PR campaign on RTD’s public health and safety procedures 
Future Trend: Public Health and Safety 
RTD developed safety procedures to comply with federal and local public health recommendations. 
Staff have also been trained with defensive and conflict resolution tactics to give operators better 
confidence at managing and preventing crises. Unfortunately, the agency still struggles with the 
common misperceptions of risk due to misinformation. The lack of information and public messaging on 
safety may have impacted retention and recruitment, especially on stressful environments such as the 
current health crisis.  

Develop a campaign centered on health and on the agency’s safety protocols directed at a prospective 
workforce. 

5.1.2 Develop strategies to increase youth transit exposure 
Future Trend: Regional Growth and Development 
Following on the previous strategy, transit exposure is mostly limited to a rider’s experience. A strong 
approach to build exposure based on youth education can improve future employment trends.  

Develop and implement an academic-focused partnership with cities and organizations to create 
schools focused on transit. Other agencies such as LA Metro have invested in such a program and 
created charter schools and transit curriculums, thereby enhancing student experience and increasing 
overall exposure to transit in the long term. 

5.1.3 Explore partnerships to centralize processes 
Future Trend: Competition from Other Providers 
Other organizations such as the City and County of Denver have expressed willingness to explore 
partnering to address workforce shortages.  

Explore consolidation of training programs, such as CDL training, with other agencies that have similar 
requirements.  

5.1.4 Develop a personalized approach to on-boarding and training 
Future Trend: Demographics 
Exit interviews clearly state that RTD operators were not satisfied with the on-boarding procedures, 
especially when referring to the one-size-fits-all boot camp. Similarly, future demographic and 
technology trends reveal that RTD may need to strengthen its training and professional development 
programs to cultivate a wider array of soft skills in DEI practices.  

For those reasons, a more personalized approach, teaching different skills, is recommended for 
on-boarding and training. Apprenticeship programs have proven successful and are a recommended 
alternative to traditional programs and to economic barriers. FTA’s Transit Workforce Center has 
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launched the American Transit Training Apprenticeship Innovators Network (ATTAIN) initiative, joining 
such network and transit community is recommended.    

5.2  Work Culture 
5.2.1 Develop incentives based on performance metrics 
Future Trend: Competition from Other Providers 
The current strategic plan includes tactics that intend to “Implement performance management 
systems to evaluate employee ownership and accountability.” Performance-based incentives are highly 
valued in today’s competitive job market. 

Develop further incentives that use performance metrics developed during the strategic plan. Consider 
and involve unions in determining how benefits and incentives can be better balanced to improve the 
agency’s goals and objectives. Incentives based on service delivery and long-term brand loyalty are 
common practice in the competitive job market of TNCs. 

5.2.2 Develop a work-life program, such as access to childcare 
Future Trend: Public Health and Safety 
Following recommendations from exit interviews, the State Audit, and the peer review, broadening and 
diversifying the agency’s employee base by developing a work-life program can be beneficial to RTD’s 
workforce. A work-life program could include the establishment of convenient and affordable childcare 
programs for employees and improved access to relief stations for operators. 

Develop a work-life program that includes childcare facilities and better employee restrooms at 
strategic mobility hubs and transit stations. 

5.2.3 Expand the current mentoring program 
Future Trend: Cyclical Patterns in the Economy 
RTD staff mentioned that some internal mentoring programs, such as the Helper program, work well 
and provide significant benefits. Such internal successful programs should be considered for larger 
implementation across the agency. Similarly, apprenticeship programs developed in other agencies, 
such as Utah Transit Agency (UTA), have provided significant retention benefits.  

Given the demographic changes and anticipated trends, invest in mentoring and apprenticeship 
programs to help develop the highly skilled workforce needed, continue to promote employee 
ownership, and support the transfer of knowledge from an aging workforce.  
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5 .3  Career  Path 
5.3.1 Monitor and seek training for new skillsets related to electric and 

autonomous vehicles 
Future Trend: Technology and Sustainability 
Based on the zero-emission bus plan, pace of technology innovation, and recent sustainability-focused 
policies, implementation of battery electric vehicles is expected to substantially impact the transit 
industry in the near term. As a result, it is recommended that RTD build from their current 
electrification knowledge base and invest in recruiting and training staff to support a fleet that is 
transitioning to electric.   

AV technology will also have a substantial impact on the transit industry but is expected to be long 
term. A shift in skillset from operators to customer-focused personnel to provide service on-board 
vehicles will need to occur. Continue to monitor developments and progress in the AV industry and 
explore technical assistance from entities such as the International Transportation Learning Center 
(ITLC) in terms of needed reskill and upskill for electric workforce needs and future AV transit workers. 

5.3.2 Create an Innovation Center 
Future Trend: Technology 
Partnerships with local universities and colleges provide significant benefits to transit agencies. 
Innovation is not only a driver for efficiency in the industry but also a key component for creating 
partnerships, collaborations, and attracting younger generations. Embracing technological innovation, 
particularly for millennials, who tend to be more mission-driven, can create a compelling narrative and 
create unforeseen benefits.  

Approach a local university for creating a transit innovation center where future technology and 
demographic challenges can be further explored. Barriers include funding and developing the right type 
of partnership.  

5.3.3 Continue to offer employees continuing education resources 
Future Trend: Competition from Other Providers 
Within the industry, several agencies, such as Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) and 
transportation providers (Uber), offer continuing education benefits to employees, resulting in 
enhanced public relations and a more engaged workforce, without significantly affecting expenditures. 

Build on the partnerships and relationships with academia to encourage the career growth of all RTD 
employees by exploring continuing education benefits.  
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5.3.4 Continue to incentivize the transfer of knowledge from 
senior/experienced employees 

Future Trend: Demographics 
The US transit industry has an aging workforce and RTD is no different. Continuing to incentivize the 
transfer of knowledge from senior and experienced employees to younger employees is highly 
recommended. High seniority associated costs is a barrier to this strategy.  

5.4  Diversity 
5.4.1 Adopt a more diverse, multilingual recruitment/retention program 
Future Trend: Demographics 
To meet demographic changes in the region and to build a workforce that looks like its customer base, 
it is recommended that RTD adopt a more diverse and far-reaching recruitment and retention program. 
This could mean simplifying operation and customer interaction processes. For example, implementing 
new fare collection technologies or using a multilingual operator software and documentation can 
create easier integration and improve comfort, as well as the feeling of belonging. Other industries, 
such as taxi and limousine services and recently ridehailing, have implemented similar programs. An 
updated recruitment effort may include multilingual outreach in a wider array of languages, but it also 
may include rethinking how the operator engages with their duties. This strategy requires investment 
but also increases the labor pool.  

5.4.2 Explore providing affordable housing options 
Future Trend: Regional Growth and Development 
The increasing cost of living in the Denver region has reduced the availability of affordable housing in 
the region. Limited availability of affordable housing may decrease RTD’s ability to recruit and retain 
workers.  

Seek alternatives to offer workers affordable housing options, including the development of properties 
or redevelopment of facilities that need a retrofit to incorporate housing. Explore joint developments 
within RTD facilities. Barriers include regulations to implement such programs.  

5.4.3 Develop a program to attract more women into the workforce 
Future Trend: Demographics 
Women are a historically underrepresented population in the transit industry. As career opportunities in 
transit grow, it is imperative that women are hired and that they succeed in transit jobs.  

Identify areas where women are underrepresented, target a tailored program to attract them, and 
ensure that barriers to entry are removed to cultivate a desirable workplace for women and to address 
some of the industry’s workforce challenges. Combining this strategy with the previous work-life 
balance strategy of providing childcare can strengthen the potential of success of both strategies.  
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Barriers include changing traditional methods of outreach and the dominant masculine culture in 
transit, safety concerns and implementing parallel strategies to accommodate outside of work 
responsibilities, such as child/elder care and flexible environments. Mentorship programs tailored to 
women can help advance some of these concerns.  

5.4.4 Invest in a diverse workforce of transit ambassadors 
Future Trend: Technology and Regional Growth and Development 
Promoting a safe and customer-friendly environment while also offering a good customer service is 
essential for meeting RTD’s ridership objectives. Continuing to invest in transit ambassadors located at 
key locations is recommended as a long-term recommendation. Ambassadors help people buy tickets 
and passes, provide information, check on tickets, and provide support in special events, outages and 
service disruptions. Transit ambassadors can also aid in mental health incidents and reduce 
expenditures in comparison with other policing efforts.  

Expand the development of transit ambassadors as part of the customer service department. 
Coordination with security efforts and expenditures derived of a broader customer service department 
can represent a barrier. Nonetheless, it can also represent an opportunity since security is typically 
contracted out. 

5.5  Structure 
5.5.1 Seek partnerships with other transportation operators 
Future Trend: Sustainability and Competition from Other Providers 
TNCs, such as ridehailing or microtransit companies, provide good alternatives for low demand and 
inefficient transit routes.  

Explore partnerships with such companies for service delivery when possible. Partnerships will have the 
effect of reducing workforce needs. Invite the union to participate when developing these partnerships 
since agreements represent a significant barrier to this strategy. Other barriers include operator 
limitations due to Federal Transit Administration regulations on drug and alcohol testing and Americans 
with Disabilities Act accessibility.  

5.5.2 Continue to develop a strong part-time program 
Future Trend: Competition from Other Providers  
One of the most frequently referenced workforce strategies in the peer review, future trends, previous 
plans and stakeholder input involves developing more flexibility. Particularly in today’s job market, part-
time employees form a key component of an operator workforce. They provide valuable workforce that 
goes beyond meeting difficult service schedules. Operators provide a community service and are 
essential to the well-functioning of an agency.  
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To meet current market demands, continue to develop a strong part-time program, exploring 
alternatives with significant valuable benefits to part-time operators. Explore the implications of making 
part-time a mandatory process toward full time.  

Other agencies, such as King County Transit, have developed successful part-time programs that are 
praised nationwide. Barriers for this strategy include agreements with the union and scheduling.  

5.5.3 Explore the impact of separating fare collection from operators 
Future Trend: Technology and Regional Growth and Development 
RTD is currently developing an account-based system. Digitizing fare collection may have a positive 
impact on operators, simplifying processes, improving safety perception, and ultimately retaining 
employees.  

Consider the full long-term implications of an account-based system on the workforce. Barriers for this 
strategy depend on technology and policies that could limit the full implementation of such a system.  

6.  References 
TransitCenter. 2019. Bus Operators + Transit Tools n. 12. August. 

Transportation Research Board. 2003. TRB Special Report 275. “The Transportation Workforce 
Challenge: Recruiting, Training and Retaining Qualified Workers for Transportation and Transit 
Agencies.” Transportation Research Board for the National Academies, Washington, DC.  
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RTD. 2021. Strategic Plan 2021–2026. Change, Challenge and Connections. 
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RTD Strategic Plan 2021-2026 - Employee Ownership Tactics

Tactic Description 1st 2nd

Employee Empowerment
Provide leadership with information, resources, and recommendations to promote empowerment 

of employees 
X

Business Education
Develop and revise training programs and continue to deliver relevant educational programming 

across the workforce
 X

Comprehensive Process 

Documentation
Create outlines of the steps necessary to complete internal tasks and processes  X

Employee Alignment Develop and deliver educational programming regarding workplace culture  X

Communication Improvement
Improve and upgrade communication between employees, within the department and between 

departments as well as with management
 X

Employee Engagement Initiative

Sponsor of the Employee Engagement Committee to increase employee confidence in their role in 

achieving RTD's Vision; streamlining employee communication channels, conducting regular 

feedback sessions and developing effective company policies

 X

Maintaining Driver Relief Kiosks
Set up tracking systems for the entire agency to measure number of complaints as compared to 

maintenance/cleaning frequencies and response time to address the reported complaints
 X

Facility Environmental 

Management / Employee 

Workspace

Operate robust Building Automation System (BAS) to track subcomponents and intercept failures 

before they happen
 X

Fixed Facilities Preventive 

Maintenance (PM)

Utilize the PM program for preventive maintenance of facilities and to assist in completing the 

desired percentage of inspections
 X

Energy Usage within RTD’s 

Operating Facilities

Install a tracking system for energy consumption within the facilities and implement procedures 

and modifications to equipment and building automation system to reduce the consumption of 

power within the operating facilities

 X

Internal Communications Enhance communication with employees system-wide  X

Legislative Agenda Define legislative agenda and priorities  X

Customer Service Mindset Provide opportunities to embody customer service in their individual roles  X

Internal Collaboration Process 

Improvement

Develop and implement processes to improve collaboration among internal team members; 

establish regular cadence of engagement and feedback
 X

Budget Alignment with Strategic 

Plan

Develop a process for evaluating project budget requests based on the success outcomes defined 

in the strategic plan; evaluate processes for eliminating unused budget funding and better 

budgeting by period of budget needs

 X

Quarterly Budget Meetings

Establish a quarterly cadence for budget review to include employee interacting directly with 

budgeting decisions to ensure that the right people are included in the decision-making process at 

an early stage

 X

Data Sharing and Reporting 

Process Refinement

Evaluate existing data-sharing processes and policies and refine the system to increase efficiency; 

data automation to identify whether or not a data request is valuable
 X

Meetings that Matter
Implement a Meetings that Matter strategy to encourage an organizational culture focused on 

active and purposeful engagement in meetings
 X

Grants Prioritization and Success 

Outcome Alignment

Develop a mechanism to track grant utilization and ensure that it is intended for the projects for 

which the grant was secured
 X

Inter- and Cross Departmental 

Communication

Identify areas of weak interoperability; design and implement a shared inter-departmental 

communication system to ensure access to all required data, and collaboration across a project's 

timeline

 X

Improvement of Work Structure Identify new ways to improve how things are done and to implement innovation if necessary  X

Cross-Training Programs Develop and refine cross-training and succession planning programs  X

Targeted Organization Training Develop and conduct compliance training in partnership with other departments  X

Light Duty Program
Refine and implement Light Duty Program (in coordination with other departments to minimize 

lost time)
 X

Division ROT
Develop and distribute division ROT (Redundant, Obsolete, and Trivial) reports and train records 

liaisons on new retention schedule
 X
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Policy Review/Updating
Introduce a new policy to assess whether a new project aligns with all success outcomes before 

being implemented
 X

Performance Feedback System Implement performance management systems to evaluate employee ownership and accountability  X

Prioritization of Projects and 

Establishment of Deadlines

Limit unnecessary distractions by defining criteria for prioritization and implementing a system for 

workload management and deadline fulfillment across the organization
 X

Retention Strategy Development
Develop a plan to reduce employee attrition and to improve retention of highperforming 

employees
 X

Employee Development Strategy
Develop an employee strategy with the IT team to create inventory systems and support 

integration with other departments to provide the tools for success at the workplace
 X

Communications System Create an agency communications system linking work to agency objectives  X

New Hire Support

Develop a plan to support employees on their first year of hiring and mentoring for new 

employees (This also ensures that department staffing levels remain within 85% of C5 authorized 

budget levels)

 X

Meetings that Matter
Implement a Meetings that Matter strategy to encourage an organizational culture focused on 

active and purposeful engagement in meetings
 X

Training Programs Continue to develop and refine training programs for supervisors and managers  X

Supervisor Engagement Initiative Improve visibility of operations leaders and management at operating divisions  X

Interdepartmental Collaboration
Develop and implement interdepartmental communication practices that encourage efficient 

collaboration between Planning and Operations departments
 X

Meetings that Matter
Implement a Meetings that Matter strategy to encourage an organizational culture focused on 

active and purposeful engagement in meetings
 X

Employee Feedback 
Improve visibility of employees and include their feedback in improving systems and letting them 

know of their success
 X

Employee Feelings of Security

Implement paid fare zones, increase law enforcement, adding victim advocates, coordinate with 

peer law enforcement to engage with operators, create problem area task force; and aim to 

address the operator assault/threat/violence issues

 X

Event Investigation, Corrective 

and Preventative Actions 

Implementation

Implement current policy and procedure for event notification, reporting and investigation. This 

will be done concurrently with software implementation for data capture and reporting.
 X

Employee Safety Skills Training

Implement targeted/required safety training for employees through the Workday platform, 

utilizing selected safety training software program (to be procured) to provide basic safety, 

environmental, and emergency management skills

 X

Leadership Safety Skills Training
Implement leadership safety training for management to include behavioral safety engagements, 

basic safety, environmental, and emergency management skills
 X

Safety Measurement Implement a plan to measure safety of customers and employees and track it with a metric  X
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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Bruce Abel, RTD 
  Brian Welch, RTD 

FROM: Holly Buck, FHU 
Sebastian Montenegro, FHU 

DATE:  April 30, 2020 

RE:  Workforce Challenges Research 

Background 
RTD has experienced extensive workforce challenges in recent years and has been forced to cut service due to the 
lack of available and qualified employees. However, the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has significantly 
changed the current transit landscape impacting service provision, farebox recovery, and workforce availability. 
While the impacts of COVID-19 continue to evolve, thoughtfully considering how to attract and retain high-quality 
staff who provide reliable, safe, and efficient customer service will continue to be critical to RTD’s success. It is 
important to note that this research was conducted prior to the onset of the pandemic and should be considered 
background data and information related to workforce challenges prior to March 2020. 

As a part of the Reimagine process, gaining a better understanding of workforce challenges and identifying 
potential solutions will help support the agency’s operations both in the near term and in the long term. This 
memorandum summarizes the cursory literature review and online research conducted, summarizes initial 
findings, identifies transit agencies to be considered for further research, and provides next steps for 
consideration by RTD. 

Key Themes & Best Practices 
Through online research and the literature review related to transit 
workforce challenges, the project team uncovered key themes and some 
best practices related to recruiting and retaining transit employees.  

The five key themes that emerged from an initial research1 include: 

 Aging Workforce – The transit workforce is aging without adequate 
younger adults to replace them. 

 Technology – Rapidly evolving technology has an impact on transit 
operations and existing/future staffing needs 

 Competition – Increased competition with other industries for a 
skilled workforce and overall impacts of low unemployment rates 

 Culture – Mismatch of the organizational culture and workplace 
environment desired of employees 

 Professional Development – Underinvestment in professional 
development of the transit workforce 

TCRP Report 77 states that 
“…employees are attracted to 
workplaces in which they have 
challenging work, their 
contribution will be valued and 
they will be listened to, they have 
an opportunity to grow, and, of 
course, they receive fair 
compensation.2 Unfortunately, 
these conditions are not always 
enough, especially when there is 
a lot of competition for 
workforce in booming 
economies.  



 

 

Best Practices 
Nationwide, transit agencies have dealt with challenges related to recruiting and retaining their workforces for 
quite some time. Initial best practices related to addressing workforce challenges are summarized below. 

Create Apprenticeship Programs 
It is important to develop and implement registered apprenticeship programs geared toward attracting young 
adults. Some examples of these practices include the San Jose Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) Joint 
Workforce Investment Program and the New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) and New Jersey 
Transit Corporation. Each of these agencies has partnered with schools to attract, promote, and identify leaders 
for a career in transit (i.e., internships, mentorships, training, etc.).  

Implement Work-Life Programs 
Developing work-life programs to address and support the health and wellness of employees and their families is 
critical to maintaining a strong workforce. An example is Orange County Transportation Authority’s (OCTA) focus 
on having physical training facilities (gyms), trainers, and therapists at all their garages. OCTA also has a tuition 
reimbursement program available to all workers for advancements in education. Having comfortable and 
attractive workspaces for employees – including break rooms, daycare centers, restroom access – is an important 
aspect of labor retention. The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) is going beyond just 
workspace amenities; they are looking to renovate a current bus yard to include affordable housing for their staff. 
By doing so, they are addressing quality of life issues and one of the most pressing needs for their workers in their 
region – access to affordable housing in close proximity to the workplace. 

Incentivize Innovation 
Innovation is not only a driver for efficiency in the industry, but also a key component for creating partnerships, 
collaborations, and attracting younger generations. Embracing technological innovation, particularly for 
millennials, who tend to be more mission-driven, can create a compelling narrative and create unforeseen 
benefits. RTD’s programs like WIN, the Leadership Academy, and MAX are proof of successful strategies that are 
praised nationwide3. Creating a niche of technology and innovation can attract younger minds and create needed 
exposure as to transportation industry leaders. Santa Clara VTA created an innovation center – the Living Lab – 
where collaboration with local industries occurs.  

Promote Flexibility 
Flexibility with schedules is one of the most appealing characteristics of today’s work environments. As the Transit 
Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 68 on Part Time Transit Operators4 mentions, part-time is no longer 
the mandatory process before full-time employment in a transit agency. Many people want only part-time work – 
some to supplement household income, while others need to work part-time to balance other priorities such as 
school and childcare. Part-time operators could mean cost savings for an agency related to supporting peak-
period service, but the overall complexities of service planning and staffing are much greater than this. An agency 
with a long history of success in hiring and using part-time employees is King County Transit in Seattle. Other 
recent examples are ride-hailing companies such as Uber and Lyft, which have significantly disrupted job markets 
and continue to attract drivers with much lower wages and benefits than transit agencies. Understanding 
flexibility is paramount in today’s job market.   

Conduct Targeted Recruiting 
Identifying and targeting non-traditional groups of society provides a potential solution to some of the transit 
industry’s workforce challenges. Delaying retirement, offering bonuses, staggering retirement, and providing 
post-retirement contingent employment options are some strategies used by New York MTA. LA Metro uses a 



 

 

more academic-focused approach and has partnered with LA County and the Seed Foundation to create a 
boarding school focused on transit in addition to a “professor exchange” with other schools in the area. Beyond 
the noble scope of supporting career development in a socioeconomic depressed area, this strategy provides the 
opportunity to create future transportation leaders. Lastly, women are a historically underrepresented population 
in the transit industry, with data showing women representing only 15 percent of the total workforce5. Some 
agencies, such as Translink in Vancouver, have developed hiring campaigns targeted at increasing their number of 
female bus drivers, which represented only 14 percent of their drivers in 2017. In markets with a limited labor 
pool and booming economies, such strategies could be of great value.  

Peer Agencies 
The initial research and literature review resulted in a number of agencies that are candidates for further research 
related to workforce challenges. Nine agencies, as listed below and shown in Table 1 at the end of this memo, are 
recommended for consideration by RTD.  

 LA Metro 
 Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) 
 Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) 
 King County Metro 
 TransLink (Vancouver) 
 New York MTA 
 New Jersey Transit Corporation 
 San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) 
 Ride-hailing companies (e.g., Uber and Lyft) 

 

  



 

 

Next Steps 
Based on RTD’s review and input on the initial research findings and potential peer agencies, FHU will move 
forward with interviewing four to five agencies to gather more detailed, in-depth information about each agency’s 
workforce challenges and solutions. 

Endnotes 
1 Key themes were identified by a detailed research done by the University Transportation Research Center, to 
improve New York City Transit.  Nonetheless, as the report identifies, results are instructive for transit systems 
throughout the nation.  For full report see: Major Workforce Challenges Confronting New York City Transit. 
Produced by the Region 2 University Transportation Research Center (UTRC) at the City College of New York 
(2017).  

2 See Transit Cooperative Research Program, Report 77. Managing Transit’s Workforce in the New Millennium. 
Washington D.C. (2002). 

3 See FTA research on Innovative Transit Workforce Development Program: Key Lessons Learned (September 
2019).  

4 For more, see Transit Cooperative Research Program, Report 68. Part-Time Transit Operators: The Trends and 
Impacts. Boston, MA (2001). 

5 See report from the Mineta Transportation Institute: Attracting and Retaining Women in the Transportation 
Industry. San Jose State University (February 2019). 

  



 

 

Table 1. Summary of Initial Findings – Transit Agency Workforce Challenges 
More detailed information, including transit agency characteristics, can be found in the associated workforce challenges spreadsheet.  

# Agency Innovative Strategies Notes 

1 
LA Metro 
(Los Angeles, 
CA) 

1. WIN-LA 

2. E3 Youth Initiative 
3. SEED LA Transportation School Model  

Strong external marketing long-term 
planning commitment. 

 Metro E3 Initiative: Expose, 
Educate & Employ the Next 
Generation 

2 
Santa Clara VTA 
(San Jose, CA) 

1. VTA/ATU Joint Workforce Investment (JWI) program 
(own apprenticeship and training program / 
partnership with Union) 

 Health and wellness events (for employees and 
families) 

2. Transportation Innovation Center “Living Lab” --> 
collaborations with local industries 

 Apprenticeship program / in-house 
development. Key for attracting 
younger generations such as 
millennials.  

 Include innovations, tech, and 
mission/value purpose (especially 
for tech driven market such as San 
Jose). 

3 

Orange County 
Transportation 
Authority 
(OCTA) 
(Orange County, 
CA) 

Aggressive benefits: 

 Implemented health and wellness benefits. 
Installed gyms at garages and trainers and 
physical therapists.  

 Paid for classes and education.  

 Provided medical, dental, vision benefits; 
retirement, paid leave. 

 Starting wage at $18.25/hr, plus overtime.  

 Wellness and health: Gyms, 
restrooms and other 
facilities/amenities are essential 
for attracting employees.  

 Strong focus on people's wellness 
and benefits. 

4 

King County 
Metro 
(Seattle, 
Washington ) 

Strong part-time program: 

 Eliminated schedule restrictions (shifts) for 
part-time operators.  

 Allowed operators to start as full-time (used to 
be limited).  

 Flexible part-time and higher 
wages are strong benefits.  

 Part-time represents more than 
20 percent of the workforce. 

5 
Translink 
(Vancouver, 
Canada) 

1. In 2017, about 20 percent of staff were female and 
14 percent were bus drivers. Translink targeted 
women in their hiring process. 

2. Corporate wellness effort that includes programs 
geared toward women's health 

Women represent 57 percent of 
passengers in Vancouver, but only 14 
percent of the transportation industry 
workforce. 



 

 

# Agency Innovative Strategies Notes 

6 
New York (MTA) 
(New York, NY) 

1. Delayed retirement -->  bonuses for 3 years, 
staggered retirement, post-retirement contingent 
employment. 

2. Apprenticeship program with city's technical schools 

 Internships/mentorship program (partnership 
with 232 colleges/universities) 

3. Employee recognition --> years of service, medals, 
safe driver awards. 

Workforce challenges have been 
extensively studied and reported from 
MTA 

7 

New Jersey 
Transit 
Corporation  
(New Jersey) 

1. Agency allowed to hire out-of-state operators 
(typically state law bans it, but residency review 
approved exception) 

2. Partnerships with the National Transit Institute at 
Rutgers and the State University of New Jersey to 
develop, promote, and deliver training and 
education programs for the public transit industry. 

3. Publishing performance measures provides 
transparency/accountability.  

 Education and out-of-state pool of 
workers are strong measurements. 

 Public performance measures 
improve service quality.  

8 

San Francisco 
Municipal 
Transportation 
Agency (SFMTA) 
(San Francisco, 
California) 

1. SFMTA organization structure manages other 
transportation modes (i.e., micromobility) 

2. Office of Innovation (data, permits, pilot programs, 
research/policies) 

3. Yard modernization project to include affordable 
mixed use housing (possibly housing SFMTA staff). 

 Innovation office and all mobility 
management provide diversity in 
the workforce and attract younger 
generations 

 Porteto yard modernization 
project stands as a potential 
housing model.   

9 
Lfyt / Uber 
(North America) 

1. Gamification strategy 
2. Benefits through goals/objectives 

3. Demand/supply management (adjusted by demand 
incentives) 

4. Employee recognition and tips allowed 

 Car rental programs 

 Driver rewards program 

 Demand-based incentives  

  
Regional 
Transportation 
District (RTD) 

1. MAX 
2. Leadership Academy 
3. Regional Workforce Initiative Now (WIN) 

 MAX program is nationally 
recognized for creating front-line 
leaders.  

 FTA's research on Innovative 
Transit Workforce uses Denver 
2011 WIN program as a very 
successful example.  

 WIN focused on areas of lightrail 
expansion on short-term capital 
projects. Long-term retention 
analysis is needed. 
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